
This simple trivia quiz is perfect for a youth group meeting, especially one held via zoom.
Young people require a pen and paper to record answers. The young people will need to
mark their own answers. Answers are written in yellow after each question.Before
running an online youth group session, KYT advise that you read our 'Guide to meeting
online' and our risk assessment for online meetings; both documents are available on
our website: http://www.kenelmyouthtrust.org.uk/lockdown-ministry.html 
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Lord, thank you for the gift of knowledge that you share with each of us. May our hearts
be open to learning more about you and the world which you created. Thank you for this
time of community, this time to be joined together in our faith,
 Amen.

Opening Prayer

In which country would you find the Taj Mahal? India
What is the highest mountain in Great Britain? Ben Nevis
What is the capital of New Zealand? Wellington
What are the two longest rivers in the world? Amazon and Nile
In which country are the Pyramids of Giza? Egypt
What is the smallest ocean in the world? Arctic
Brussels is the capital of which country? Belgium
What is the largest country in Scandinavia? Sweden
On which continent is the country of Brazil? South America
What is the name of the invisible line that runs around the middle of the Earth? The
Equator
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Round 1:  Geography

What are the names of Harry Potter’s parents? Lily and James
In which forest do Robin Hood and his Merry Men live? Sherwood 
What is the name of the Snowman in the film "Frozen"? Olaf
What sort of animal is the video game character Sonic? Hedgehog
What is Dr Who’s time machine called? TARDIS
In “The Jungle Book”, what kind of animal is Baloo? Bear
What is the name of the mammoth in the Ice Age films? Manny
In the Disney animated film “The Lion King”, what kind of animal is Timon? Meerkat
Which of the seven dwarfs in the Disney film adaptation was beardless? Dopey
What is the name of the lion in “The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe”? Aslan
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Round 2:  Media &  Literature
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In which sport was Muhammad Ali a world champion? Boxing
Which chess piece can only move diagonally? Bishop
What colour belt are martial arts experts entitled to wear? Black
What are the colours of the five Olympic rings? Blue, black, green, yellow & red
What colour is the centre of the target in archery? Gold/Yellow
In rugby union how many points do you get for a penalty? 3 points
What term is used in tennis for 40-40? Deuce
What position do the Weasley twins play in quidditch? Beater 
What year did the England men’s team win the football world cup? 1966
Tony Hawk is famous in what sporting profession? Skate boarding
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Round 4:  Sports

Who was the first man to walk on the moon? Neil Armstrong
In which year did the Second World War end? 1945
The Gunpowder Plot was a failed attempt to blow up which famous building?       
 The Houses of Parliament
In which country did Joan of Arc lead an army? France
Of what African country was Nelson Mandela president? South Africa
Who was the first American President? George Washington
Where did the Olympic games originate? Greece
Who delivered the famous speech ‘I have a dream’? Martin Luther King
Which country gifted the statue of liberty to the United States? France
In what year was the battle of Hastings? 1066
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End your time together with a final prayer, thinking God for the time you have spent
together.

Round 5:  History

What sort of creature is a dingo? Wild dog
What is the name of the tree that produces acorns? Oak
What is the name of the organ that pumps blood around the body? Heart
What is the the of the coloured part of the eye that surrounds the pupil? Iris
Which is the hottest planet in our solar system? Venus
What does a carnivore eat? Meat
What kind of creature is a Komodo dragon? Lizard (you could accept reptile)
What is the fiery liquid that flows from a volcano? Lava
Which planet has a ring of rocks and ice? Saturn
What type of bird is a pintail? Duck
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Round 3:  Nature &  Science


